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Introduction

There are good reasons why thoughtful persons throughout the world are concerned

about civic education in general and education for democracy in particular. Not only do

findings from research studies point to the need to improve civic education, so do

judgernents being made by respected scholars and seasoned observers.

The euphoria which accompanied the fall of the Berlin Wall and the initial successes

of fledgling democracies in Eastern Europe, Latin America and South Africa has been

succeeded by more sober assessments of the scale and scope of the tasks at hand. Some

scholars contend that there is a moral crisis of democracy and that the crisis is world-

wide. In an article in Foreign Affairs for August, 1994, Charles Maier, Professor of

European Studies at Harvard University writes of the malaise that currently sours public

opinion in the countries of Europe, in Japan and North America. He discerns a "profound

shift" of public attitude along three dimensions. First, there is a sudden sense of

historical dislocation and disorientation that far exceeds the sensation of letdown that

usually follows some supreme experience. Secondly, there is a disaffection with the

political leadership of all parties, a broad distrust of political representatives' regardless of

ideology and a flight from politics. Finally, there is a profound shift in people's attitudes

toward the future, a skepticism about. doctrines of social progress.

Zbigniew Brzezinski's assessment of the present state of the world echoes that of

Maier's. He too believes that discontinuity is a central reality of our contemporary

history. In his recent book Out Of Control, Brzezinsld decries what he describes as "the

massive collapse" of all most all established values, especially in the "advanced parts of

the world". He contends that an ethos of consumerism now masquerades as a substitute

for ethical standards while our societal criteria of moral discernment and of self-control

have become increasingly vague.

Fortunately Brzezinski and Maier are not content just to wring their hands, decry tl-

present and despair of the future. Theyand wemust look beyond the disquiet of thic

moment in history and towards what should and can be done through education v.)

rengthen democracy. As Brzezinski observes, "it is ideas that mobilize political acti:,:

and thus shape the world....Ours is the Ege of global political awakening, and hen2..

Political ideas are likely to be increasingly central." Those political ideas can b,

Gf intellectual cohesion or confusion. They can be a vehicle for consensus-building or 1 !,

well-spring of enmity. They can be a means of strengthening democracy or of diminishi!
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it. As educators or persons concerned with educational policies, we are in "the idea

business. We want to see that democracy not only is better understood but that it is

strengthened and extended throughout the world.

This conference has as its purpose finding ways and means to strengthen and extend

democracy through education. To accomplish that purpose we need to begin by assessing

where we are now and to consider what research on political attitudes and behavior tells

us about the need for improving education for democracy.

Recent Research on Political Attitudes and Behaviors of Americans:
A Brief Review

This review of recent research is confined to studies of the political attitudes, beliefs,

and behaviors of Americans. Others at this conference will address studies pertaining to

their countries or regions of the world.

Let us begin by looking to findings from three regularly repeated surveys that provide

us with trend data, as well as with a current reading of Americans' political attitudes,

beliefs, and behaviors.

Every year for the past 26 years, Phi Delta Kappa, a professional education

association, has conducted a survey of the public's attitudes toward the public schools in

cooperation with the Gallup Poll. Questions included in the survey are developed by an

advisory panel composed of leaders of more than 25 other educational groups. The 1994

Gallup Poll provides some interesting data about the political attitudes and behaviors of

the American people. Briefly summarized these are the highlights of the survey.

1. For more than a quarter of a century, Americans have been asked to rate their local

public schools' performance on a scale of A to F (Excellent to Failing). Despite the

drumbeat of criticism of public education, more than four Americans in ten give their

local schools an A or a B. They are less sanguine, however, about the nation'c scboolr

as a whole. The majority (72%) accord them a "passing" grade of C at most.

2. As the American people had in earlier Gallup Polls, they again in 1994 made clear

their approval of national standards and the establishment of a basic curriculum

a schools. More than eight Americans in ten (83%) held a standardized nationz.:

curriculum to be either very important or ouitc important. About seven in ten (7Lr,

-lot only believed that there should be standardized national examinations baseo

national curriculum, but th( y thought that r.tudents should be requirefi tn iirsr

examinations for grade promotion and graduation from high school.
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3. Americans also had definite ideas about the subjects or disciplines which should be

taught in schools. A majority (62%) thought more emphasis should be given to history

and United States government.

4. The public also gave strong support for what has been called moral, ethical or

character education. They endorsed non-denominational instruction about the world's

religions and they identified personal traits or virtues which they believe should be

taught. The vote in favor of teaching the virtues listed below was practically

unanimous, with the single exception of "thrift"and even this old-fashioned virtue

was judged worthy of inclusion by 74% of respondents.

SHOULD BE TAUGHT NATIONAL TOTALS %

Respect for others 94

Industry or hard work 93

Persistence or the ability to follow
through

93

Fairness in dealing with other 92

Compassion for others 91

Civility, politeness 91

Self-esteem 90

High expectations for oneself 87

Thrift 74

In the 1993 poll, a different list of character traits (some better described as attitudes;

was offered, with the following results: honesty, 97%; democracy, 93%; acceptance of

people of different races and ethnic backgrounds, 93%; patriotism or love of country,

91%; caring for friends and fsrnily members, 91%; moral courage, 91%; the golden ruk

90%; acceptance of people who hold different religious beliefs, 87%; acceptance o?..

people who hold unpopular or controversial political or social riew..

.t,.,naericans were less agre ec_'. about whose culture ought s,:,o b2 paramount

'T,creasinr.l7' diverse society. ..-)ne American .!ielicves tn:--1, while diver:,

treditions F,nould h2 tzught, tl-Le common cultural tradition !.noulc: ha

imilar number (11%) believe that, while both the common culture and divcn.k

cultures should LQ taught, diversity should bo given more ea-phasis.
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(53%) of those polled believe that a common cultural tradition and diverse traditions

should be given equal attention.

6. The 1994 Gallup Poll also provided us with one potentially significant insight into the

political behavior of Americans. It found that more people are currently involved in

local school activities and reform efforts than at any time in the past decade. Over the

last decade the frequency of many forms of public contact with the schools has doubled

or nearly so. Areas showing the greatest gains are attendance at school board

meetings, attendance at meetings dealing with school problems, and attendance at

plays, concerts, and athletic events. Even adults with no children in scho6 now claim

to participate in the life of the schools to a considerable degree.

This involvement ir. schools may be something of a mixed blessing, however.

While interest in schools and willingness to participate in their governance is

laudable, the motives of some activists is open to question. There has been a

concerted effort on the part of certain special interest groups, such as the religious

right, to see that their members are elected to school boards so that particular

agendas can be promoted or that programs or curricula which they disapprove can be

eliminated. Last year (1993) attempts to censor public school texts or educational

materials surged by 50% to 376 incidents across the nation. Demands that library or

classroom materials be removed or restricted were successful 41% of the tims.

A second longitudinal study of student attitudes and 'behavior is worthy of attention.

For 28 years a consortium of collegiate research institutes have cooperated to publish The

American Freshman, a report of national normative data on first-time, full-time students

attending American colleges and universities. The most recent report (1993) is based on

responses from more than 220,000 students at 427 institutions of higher learning.

Findings from this report include:

. Students today are more willing to identify themselves as being to the left or right of

political center. The numb:.r v.-ho professed to be "middle of the road" c:ippe.

-,elow half (49.9%) for the first time since 1972. That stands in sharp cc,atrast v.:

60C: in 190 who considered themselves cQ.ntrist:.;. Tlac= movemc.:

',he center went 5Dth left. Lad right. The right, ri.v'ever, pic.r:ed up the major-h.

..he number of college :-.tudentz. :c.lentifying themselves as right or center n',N.

ine in four. Whenl-Audent: were al,Led tt, place therm.elves 071 cJnt::A.

however, very few tended to extremes as the chart below indicates:



FRESHMAN SELF-DESCR1BED
POLITICAL VIEWS

ALL COLT EGES & UNIVERSITIES

far left 2.5

liberal 24.7

middle of the road 49.9

conservative 21.4

far right 1.5

Interestingly enough no significant differences were found among students in two year

or four year colleges, Catholic or nonsectarian schools or in predominantly black

institutions.

2. The responses of students when asked to identify activities in which they had engaged

in the previous year (their senior year in high school) provided some surprising

results. While only 18% said they had discussed politics, almost 40% said they had

participated in demonstrations.

3. The vast majority (67.7%) had performed volunteer work. That finding, as a matter of

fact, comports with other surveys. It confirms the time-honored American tradition of

voltmtarism that has been remarked on by observers before and since Alexis de

Tocqueville wrote his classic Democracy in America.

4. When asked to identify objectives in life which they considered to be essential or very

important, students put personal goals far ahead of public or civic goals. They want t-.2

become authorities in their own fields, raise families, and make money. "Keeping up

to date with politics", "promoting racial understanding" and "influencing the political

structure" are objectives for less than 40% of the students.

5. Student attitudes toward specific political issues are reflected in the following chart.

Some of the responses obviously reflect the movement toward the right which waF

mentioned earlier.
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i FRESHMAN WHO AGREE STRONGLY
OR SOMEWHAT

ALL COLLEGES &
UNWERSITIES

government not protecting consumer 71.9

government not controlling pollution 84.4

, raise taxes to reduce deficit 31.4

1

too much concern for criminals 67.6

increase federal military spending 23.4

abortion should be legal 62.4

abolish death penalty 22.1

marijuana should be legalized 28.2

prohibit homosexual relations 36.2

employers can require drug tests 751.6

control AIDS hy mandatory tests 61.7

federal government do more to control handgun 81.8

national health care plan needed 76.8

nuclear disarmament attainable 64.3

racial discrimination no longer problem 14.0

discourage energy consumption 74.7

individual can do little change society 32.5

wealthy should pay more taxes 71.9

proliibit racist/sexist speech 62.7
AMERICAN FRESHMAN: Natonal Norms for Fall 1993, p.a,.

A third survey which commands attention is one conducted by the Times Mirror

Center for the People and the Press. A decade ago, Times Mirror embarked cr.. :21

-mbitiouE effori: 1cara norc abDut the belieis =6 bhsirs of-1,:nericans v,biLl

1.1nderlie 7.)bit.i,L.L lxls ant. drive TJali;,i:.:L1 rpo:`. 7e?7.7

-

1.LE

'Me rep3r.-. fc)ii.Dvs-inr.--nr;',,,

Tne American electorate i ngr, self-absorw, a, ano politicji;
Thousands of interviews with American voters...find no clear direction



the public's political thinking other than frustration with the current
system, and an eager responsiveness to alternative political solutions and
appeals....The public also has become more polarized on issues of social
policy and cultural change. Increased indifference to the problems of the
poor and minorities, resentment toward immigrants, and more cynicism
about what government programs can achieve characterize the changed
public disposition.

Not only has there been a marked change in the public disposition, there's also been a

marked change in Americans' attitudes toward both their major political parties.

Allegiance to both the Democratic and Republican Parties has declined. It is clear that

Americans no longer organize their political thinking in accordance with party

membership. Increasingly they are inclined to describe themselves as independents, and

someperhaps one fifth of the electoratewould even bolt to a third party, given the

opportunity.

The word "distrust" might be an appropriate one to describe the current attitude of

American electorate. They are especially distrustful of politicians. Increasingly voters

say they want traditional politicians to step aside. Experience in politics today tends to

be seen as a liability rather than as an asset. Support for term limits has been evidenced

in state election after state election. At this moment, even the re-election of the Speaker

of the House is in jeopardy. That is something almost unheard of in American history.

One self-proclaimed candidate for the presidency in 1996 is capitalizing on the current

anti-incumbent mood. Lamar Alexander, former Governor of Tennessee and Secretary of

Education touts the advantages of part-time citizen legislators. He would even limit

sessions of Congress to no more than half a year at most, if he had his way.

There also is widespread distrust of the news media, especially television news.

very large percentage (91%) of Americans believe that the press is an impediment rather

than an aid to the solution of society's problems. This finding in the Times-Mirror surve:k

is reinforced by other studies, notably the Harwood Study of Citizens and Politi whic:

v.-ill be discussed in more detail later. Many citizens believe that the media are

!esponsible for t.he public's distaste of poiitic. The cmphasi!: on conveying shor,

nieces of information disconnects Lmericans from the substanc.i, o: politics. Sound bit-:

rviaiize everl.!: Lnc: v'hn L.t1. D:onrIc,

'false choices.'

Lnother charrc arc ftve 1 tic MC :c_i) v ..r,

nr interpret. tvcnts objectively. Far frac-, being neutral obs;:rver:.,



give events a "negative spin." They spread rumors, report unconfirmed information,

feature scandals and play up arguments over small points between campaigners and

among officeholders. In sum, citizens today distr-ust what the media put in the

marketplace of information, because they are wary of the manner in which issues are

presented, as well as the fidelity of the reporting. As one citizen put it, "Negativism gives

people more reason to avoid politics." Another citizen said "So much negativism comes

out in the media about politicians that some people figure, 'What's the user People just

don't want to be associated with what is always presented as a mess."

Yet, despite their disaffection for political parties and professional politicians and their

disenchantment wit.h the media, the Times-Mirror survey found that Americans continue

to believe in their exceptionalism. Sixty-eight percent of those interviewed agreed with

the statement that "as Americans we can always find a way to solve our problems and get

what we want." A substantial majority (62%) also agree with the statement "I don't

believe that there are any real limits to growth in this country today." Those positive,

"can do" attitudes have persisted over the decade that the Times-Mirror survey has been

conducted. It is interesting, however, to note that in the 1994 study middle income

Americans expressed more pessimistic attitudes about future growth in the United States

than did those in the upper and the lower income brackets.

Turning from findings of survey research, let us consider briefly what we can learn

from studies conducted by other means. First let's look to findings from ten focus group

discussions with thtizens conducted under the auspices of the Kettering Foundation and

conjunction with the Harwood Group. In the early '90's, ten focus groups met in ten

different cities across the United States. The results of their in-depth discussion are

known as "The Harwood Study", and they have been detailed in Citizens and

View from Main Street America and in David Mathews recent book, Politics for Peop:i: .

Focus groups have been gaining popularity in the United StatRs. FcKus group studit,E

-7.-\-3 different from -,}olling and from survey research. In a focus group, representativ,

7roups of citizens lk through issues thoroughly. Fv9s2.archcrs, therefore are able

I; Dt only what peop.le iIli ahou: politic:. 1.11e:,. can 'Loan. v..hy hold thosc

aov thev thin. aba. issui2s at ranO, onc researcnc:

':.he tone and texture of what the public is

.,,Vhat did those w'au participated in the Harwood Stuc

their more important political attitudes and beliefs.
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1. They rejected notions that as citizens they were apathetic, instead they said they were

"mad as the devil" about a political system that had pushed them out of their rightful

place in governing the nation. They believe they have been shunted aside by a

professional political class of powerful lobbyists, incumbent politicians, campaign

managers and a media elite. They perceived the political system as presently

constituted as "beyond public control." Even so, they were astute enough to realize

that "greater popularization is not necessarily greater democratization." If citizens

participation is romanticized as it sometimes has been in the past, the result may not

be a stronger democracy. It may even lead to greater frustration and cynicism. In

other words, Americans no longer are naive enough to think that if enough "Mr.

Smiths" go to Washington, to the state house or to the city council, all will be made

right.

2. Citizens who took part in the Harwood study felt that they were being cut off from

political debate. They said they have lost faith in currently available means for

expressing their viewspublic meetings, surveys, letters and questionnaires. They

even registered doubts about voting for the following reasons.

a. They believe that the votes of individual citizens count less than other factors

in the political process (e.g., special interest groups, campaign contributions,

demonstrations and lobbying).

b. They say that voting doesn't allow them to express all they feel about political

issues. Voting is restrictive, because choices are limited to "yes" or "no" or to

options that already est.

c. Fundamental political choices can't be "elected". They have to be worked out

over time through an interactive process. "Voting comes later; it is the last

tlii.ng people do in politics, not the first."

d. "Not voting is a vote." It is seen as a way of registering disapproval of the

political system and/or the slate of candidates presented to the c-itizens."

voting, therefore. if- viewed by many Americans as Lc;

1.nere is discontent among clecwrate, resc!arc.::, thLt c: tencl,

r,nd appointed officials, as well. Hubert Humphrey's characterization ,';;' bc. prabir.

probably is as accurate today was when first he mane it. To enhance

government, Humphrey said,



We must look beyond mere mechanical refinements of the legislative process

or of the executive operation. What we need to understand more clearly is

the relationship of the people in a representative democracy to its

government. The 'citizenship gap'that dead-air space, so to speak, that

vacuumbetween the people and their government....is a greater threat to

our government and our social structure than any external threat by far.

From the politicians' perspective, citizens themselves bear major responsibility for any

"gap" that may exist. Officials tend to see their role and relationship to the public in

almost exactly the way the theory of representative government says they should: as

guardians of the public interest. They believe people can vote them out of office, if they

fail to live up to their responsibilities. Other-wise, officials believe they should be left

alone to do the job they were "hired" to do.

Officials often are as frustrated with the public as the public is with them. The public.

they allege, is generally uninformed, more emotional than reasonable, indifferent to

problems which they do nct believe affect them personally and unwilling to give serious

thought to policy issues. For those reasons most of the officials interviewed in the

Harwood study did not seek public comment; rather they waited to hear from the public.

This lack of public government interaction is consistent with the conception of themselves

common -o most officeholders. They perceive of themselves as guardians, arbiters of

contending interests, decisionmakers, people to whom others bring their troubles and

concerns. Officeholders also believe that they have some responsibility for educating the

public. Too often "educating the public" really means telling them what officials Itainl

should be done. "Education"in the minds of elected officials--like that in some

classroomsis on an "if you want to know, I'll tell you basis." Too often

meetingstelevised and liveresult in information flowing in only one direction. Eve:

the physical attributes reinforce the idea that "I speak; you listen and perhaps you

question politely, when Fm finished."

Many officeholders, however, are not content with the 'citizenship gap' that has

n described. Their doors are oTlexi and spea.', interest groups arc siv.cy:: c;-.4

come in and clr_im ta they can erplain what c public vcan V rui:

nertive in:erc'n.arL 1-}:zwer::

exer, v, excr:
v'nu u wot Uc .n T): iatb ic

Oracials are quite aware of how littie citizens apprecia;.e their own
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that they really need and want to hear from the public. And yet, as David Mathews put,E

it, "each group stand like teenagers at their first dance, backs to the gymnasium wall, not

quite sure how to approach the other party."

It is obvious from the surileys of attitudes just reviewed that a considerable portion af

the blame for misunderstanding and malaise can be attributed to a lack of knowledge

about democratic forms of government and about how citizens can participate in civic life

more effectively. Although the constitution of almost every state in the United States

proclaims education for citizenship as a major objective, the fact is that sustained and

systematic attention is not given in our elementary and secondary schools to what citizens

need to know and to the skills they need to develop. Nonetheless, there are some

promising recent developments, especially in the areas of curriculum and school and

classroom climate.

In 1993 Richard Niemi of University of Rochester and Jane Junn of Rutgers

challenged a view political scientists have held for two decades or more that civics and

government courses matter little in the education of each new generation of adults. Their

study was based on a more extensive test of political knowledge of high school seniors

than any previous study. Their test called for understanding and interpretation as well

as recitation of fact and figures. Their study also attended multiple school-related factors

such as home, minority status, gender, and socio-economic status. Niemi and Junn found

that civics classes themselves "had a small but resilient impact on the civic knowledge of

seniors." Even more important is their finding that what students are taught is of

consequence. Coursu content is meaningful and retained when it is relevant to students:'

lives, when it is considered in the context of current events, and when it helps learnerE

develop a broader perspective and a deeper understanding of the world in which they livc.

Curriculum that enables students to see connections among theories, concepts, facts and

figures and real world politic.2 not only has a much longer "shelf life". Such a curriculum

also affects students attitudes toward government and their propensity for participation f

c;vic

is not possible to :norc than mention three other recent studies which E.

impor,.ance of ins trt. cJu u c;vics. inci-Lasinr

7)1(:rance of adolescenu...

are fortunate to bave Kichard Brody Oi Stanford ',.:niversit with Us as i

participant in this conference. Some of us have been fortunate enough to hear hlri

other settings in which he has reported on his studies of secondary education and political
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attitudes. We know that he w did be pleased to Lscuss his research with interestea

persons attending this conference.

Dr. Brody examined the effects on political tolerance of the We the People...

curriculum, developed by the Center for Civic Education. "Political tolerance" refers to

citizens' respect for the political rights and civil liberties of all people in the society,

including those whose ideas they may find distasteful or abhorrent. The concept of

"political tolerance" is important because it encompasses many of the beliefs, values and

attitudes that are essential to a functioning democracy. For example, while majority rule

is a basic principle of democracy, without attention to the rights of those in the minority it

can degenerate into tyranny.
Brody's study was designed to determine the degree to which civics curricula in

general, and the We the People... program in particular, affect students' political

attitudes. The report was based on analysis of survey responses of 1,351 high school

students from across the United States. Among the most important findings were:

1. Overall, students in high school civics, government and American history classes

display more "political tolerance" than the average American.

2. Students in classes using all or part of the We the People... curriculum are more

tolerant than students following other curricula.

3. The We the People... program fosters increased tolerance, because it promotes

higher levels of self confidence and the perception of fewer limits on students' own

political freedom.

Among We the People... students, those involved in the simulated congressional

hearing competitions demonstrate higher levels of tolerance. The higher the level

of participation the more likely students were to oppose limits on free assembly,

due process rights, and freedom of speech, press, and religion.

Equally important are the conclusions which Brody has reached based not only on E!

exnerience. Eyrthr>sis of the research ef .'

Toaiczn tolerance can L taugln. ,t can ue taught ot home by parents -,vh:

tneir children's right of dissent and who encourage their children to expreE!
themselves politically. It can be taught in school by teachers who increase
studenth'interest in politics, who communicate the idea that political opiniom
worthwhile, that dissent is to be encouraged and not stifled, that odd-ball idea. ;
worth considering, and however wrong they ought not be suppressed. Tolerance
can be learned from experiences that expose one to the norms of American society.

e ;41,os,rn



And tolerance can be learned from experiences that require the individual to both
explain and defend his or her point of view and listen carefully to the viewpoints of
others.

Political tolerance can be taught, but it is not easy to learn. It asks a lot of the
individual to come to the reahzation that his or her own freedom depends on
freedom being accorded to the politically weird individual, even to anti-democratic,
and, perhaps, dangerous groups. But political diversity and even ideas that fail
may be necessary for democracy to grow, develop, and prosper. This is a hard
lesson to teach but attempt to teach it we must. As teachers we can take
encouragement that some ways of teaching democratic values succeed.

14 1 5



Table 1: Efiectc of Center for Civic Eaucation We the Peeple...
Program Participation on Mess-uses of Political Tolerance.

Scale

Mean for
Students
in CCE
Program

Mean for
Students

not in CCE
Program

A t-test'

Opposition to
I Freedom of Assembly 3.37 4.08 .71 5.38

Restrictions on Due
Process of Law 2.24 2.56 .32 4.20

Restrictions on
Freedom of Speech,

etc. 4.97 5.72 .75, ,
6.85

Table 2: Effects of Center for Civic Education We the People
Program Participation on Selected Political Values.

S=de

Mean for
Students
in CCE
Program

Mean for
Students

not in CCE
Provam

t-test

Internal PoliUcal
Effica-7

interect in Politics r
14.5.(2 12.44 L.51

Perceiveci
Government Limit on

Political Freedom

(...........1

1.2.1 1.11, . 1

Behavioral Self-
Censorship 1.1..Z

tCLZE I:7CM Utf...tiC4iMily t , tri DZ C t

Pc/Uti1 Attituckz: .E.rarnir4r,- L./t, ; tit

)'c r'int.1 Report of C
f7r.-

b
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Another study of political tolerance was conducted by a team of political scientists and

a specialist in curriculum and instruction at the University of Minnesota. They developed

a four week unit for junior high school students which explored linkages among

democratic values, legal principles and their application to unpopular groups in society.

Their analysis demonstrated a statistieslly significant increase in political tolerance

linked directly to knowledge of the curriculum and to heightened awareness of individual

rights. They concluded that "reconstituted curriculum" which helps students comprehend

the consequences of intolerance can increase students' willingness to extend rights to

disliked groups. These University of Minnesota researchers concur with Richard Brody

that "political tolerance can be taught", but they conceded that their study provided just

"a glimmer of hope." What is needed to increase political tolerance, in their opinion, is

civic education which includes a systematic examination of the role of dissent in a

democratic society, a better understanding of diversity and the more active engagement of

students in their own learning.

Although the content of a curriculum, or what is taught, is of enormous consequence

in education for democracy, attention needs to be given to the manner in which that

content is presented. Some researchers contend that the way content is presented and

learned may be the most important variable. Philip Jackson summarized their findings in

the Handbook on Research in Curriculum (1992)

The kind of classroom environment created by teachers and their attitudes
toward the subject appear to influence how their students react to the
subject. Diverse teaching strategies and routines, active student
participation in the lesson, cooperative learning activities among studens,
and positive interpersonal relationships between the teacher and the
student have been shown to foster student interest.

A classroom or a program which fosters the active involvement of students als.o

increases their learning and promotes political tolerance, as we already have seen.
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Conclusion

In conclusion what does current research tell us about the need for improving

education for democracy? The first answer to that question is that need is great and chat

education for democracy isor ought to bea priority throughout the world. A second

answer to that question is that more and better research is needed. While there are some

useful studies, such as those cited in this paper, we do not know all that we should about

how best to educate for democracy. Studies to date have addressed many different

variables. They seldom have been replicated. There is an absence of extensive meastires

of political information, a dearth of detailed examination of the content and timing of the

study of civics and government and a lack of knowledge about school and classroom

climate and strategies which are most supportive of education in and for democracy.

Clearly there is a lot of work for all of us to do.
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